Abstract In our paper arXiv: math.RA/0110333 v1 Oct 2001 we showed that the number of algebras defined by a binary operation satisfying a formally irreducible identity between two n-iterates is O e −n/16 S 2 n for n → ∞, S n being the nth-Catalan number. This was proved by using exclusively the series of tableaux A n . By using also the series of tableaux B n , we now sharpen this result to O | The exposition follows, in abbreviated form, the outline of above arXiv paper, denoted by MS, to which we refer for explanation of concepts and symbols.
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1. Since tableau A n has n-lines and tableau B n has 2 lines, tableau A n ⊕ B n has n + 2 lines. The relations of MS 2.2 regarding the number of their (lines) common elements, have to be unchanged as follows, so that we again have for k = 1, 2, . . . , n + 2
all taken mod n, is equal to 1 S n−k otherwise.
For example, for n = 6, k = 2, there are 8 lines L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L 8 in tableau A 6 ⊕ B 6 . The 8 × 8 table (|L i ∩ L j |) looks as follows (only the entries on and above the diagonal are shown since 2. The multiplicity M(J n i ) of an n-interate J n i is the number of times the iterate occurs in tableau A n ⊕ B n .The number of n-iterates with same multiplicity k, is now denoted by T An⊕Bn n,k
. As stated at the end of MS 2.6 this number has been found to be, for k ≥ 1
where T n,k are the corresponding numbers with regard to tableau A n , i.e.
Calculating the terms of the left side of (1), we have from (2)
Adding and using the recursion S k = 2 2k−1 k+1
S k−1 for the Catalan numbers we get
But from (2) we have that
so that finally
3. Formal reducibility of an identity J n i = J n j and incidence matrix relative to tableau A n ⊕ B n are defined in the same way as for tableau A n . The number of formally reducible identities J n i = J n j of order n, which we denote by I An⊕Bn n , to distinguish it from I n relative to tableau A n , is given by As an example, we display the incidence matrices relative to tableaux
= 15
For n = 4 and n = 5 the corresponding findings are 4. The arguments which led us to establish the fundamental Theorem of MS 2.4 can be applied verbatim, resulting in 
This convention will be used for all finite series of the form N ν=n f (N ) ν c ν , f (x) a positive arithmetic function which from now on will be written as
5. Following identity from MS 2.5 for various values of the indices n and k will be needed in the sequel
which, because of said convention, will be written
6. On basis of above results we can now evaluate I An⊕Bn n
. By definition I
An⊕Bn n is the sum of 1's in the incidence matrix relative to tableau A n ⊕ B n . Counting them by lines and because of (4) we therefore have
Since there are T An⊕Bn n,k n-iterates with multiplicity k, k = 1, 2, . . . , the double sum can be rearranged by pooling together all terms with M(J n i ) = k. As a consequence, using our convention, we have
Substituting T An⊕Bn n,k by its value from (4) we obtain
and reversing the order of summation we get,
I
An⊕Bn n = (n + 2) S n−1
Observing that
and setting µ = k − 1 as a new running index (9) becomes
The expressions in brackets can be evaluated from (6) by replacing n by n − 1, 
Inserting these values in (10) we obtain
Actually this sum is finite since for ν > n 2 all coefficients n−ν ν are zero. It can be asymptotically evaluated by the same heuristic method we used in MS 2.6 to evaluate I n . Setting ν = k − 1 and after obvious transformations, (11) becomes 
On the other hand for n → ∞ and k finite We now sum over k to get
